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Part 1: Overall Rating
Category Question Answer

Overall
evaluation

1. How likely would you be to recommend SIGLOC-online to a friend or colleague?

NPS (Net Promoter Score) = 82.2

2. Explain the
reason for the
rating above.

● I find this programme is very informative and very useful for future sustainability.
● I will recommend to my friends about the SIGLOC-online because I have learned a

lot and enjoyed the interactive sessions we did.
● The instructors are very nice and generous because they make us to feel

comfortable and motivate us to learn this programme actively. Besides, classmates
are very helpful and kind to give advices for new idea and recorrect the mistakes.

● They will teach you to become an innovator along with sustainability.
● To learn more about different society, culture, tradition, and communicate with

different people around the world.
● I have learned and experienced a lot of things that can definitely help me in the

future.
● I would be very likely to recommend SIGLOC-online to a friend or colleague, and I

give it a rating of 10 out of 10. The reason for my high rating is the exceptional and
transformative experience I had during my time in the program. It has given me the
tools, knowledge, and connections to become a more compassionate and socially
conscious global citizen.

● Because everything was well organized and the program went on smoothly, the
professors and instructors were really good at handling the students. I have given a
nine because there is always room for improvement.

● SIGLOC is about promoting personal and professional development, fostering a
culture of learning, and empowering individuals to achieve their goals and
aspirations. This online program serves as a valuable means of support and
encouragement in the pursuit of knowledge and excellence. And I enjoyed it so
much.

● It allow normal people to lead and create a change for the betterment of the
community that can impact globally.

● Sigloc gives room to people who think outside the box , people who love knowing
about other cultures and people with positive work ethics

● It opens many doors for learners to be widely aware of the different issues around
the world by making its participants interact with one another.

● This is an excellent opportunity to identify societal issues, develop creative
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solutions, and put them into action. Also, there are many benefits of doing all of
this.

● It is a cooperative learning program that requires intensive and fun learning
activities to accomplish. I was able to meet new friends from different places.

● The SIGLOC program helped me see different issues that are not being reported
globally, and by that, I was able to strengthen my will to help solve these problems
through sharing views and opinions to others.

● 10, because I learned so much in SIGLOC-online, I understand other cultures and
met a lot of people in other countries which gives me the sense of collaborative
thinking.

● A lot of students will learn a lot of things
● It was very exciting to learn about other people's culture
● The SIGLOC-online program is extremely interesting with an array of activities. I

would like to recommend my friends or colleagues to join. However, I may notice
them remember to follow the checklist every single day because of the deadline. If
they have a hectic schedule due to their learning or working hour, it is not suitable
for them, so they should consider thoroughly. My means their procrastination may
badly affect their classmate in this program.

● I give SIGLOC-online a 10 and would recommend it to a friend or colleague
because we learned a lot and gained valuable experience in this program.

● I was able to learn a lot of new things to other people with different point of view
and culture

● Because it gives interaction with different people from different continents in the
world, and also i have learnt a lot from the interactions we had. I have learnt how to
write a speech, a proposal, analyzing problems and so many things. As for now I
can write my own book due to SGLOC.

● I like the goal of the program and i really enjoyed it however, i believe there are
still rooms for improvement.

● I learned a lot throughout the three Sigloc sessions, and it helped me understand
things better while I was also trying to solve problems with other peoples different
perspective.

● SIGLOC will deeper your understanding. You will learn a lot through the activities.
It will also widen your perspective towards other's cultures.

● I've learned a lot and the experience was so great with other nationalities. it was an
interactive yet fun session while acquiring knowledge

● Gives technique on how to solve issues
● It is because SIGLOC has a lot to offer you; online active learning and different

skills; time management and social skills
● It is not simply an avenue for developing yourself to become a social innovator, it

is a safe space for learning the unique and interesting cultures of others as well!
● it's an interesting experience with people around the globe
● I like to learn and cherish the opportunity to communicate.
● SIGLOC provides us valuable learnings.
● I learned a lot and had fun experiences
● SIGLOC really a good program. This helps participants to become a social

innovator.
● I think the only problem I had is time pressured but overall it was good.
● It was really fun and a great opportunity to discuss different social problems.
● I believe that SIGLOC offers opportunity to learn from everyone (from other

countries) without difficulty. By doing all the tasks, we are not only get to know
more about the theme of this program, but also become a critical thinker.

● I rate myself 7 because there are still lacking and I do admit to myself that
sometimes I exerted effort just to finish my activities.

● In SIGLOC-online, there is a lot it can offer. It provides an individual with the
needed understanding of a particular matter. In addition, participants would be able
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to meet new people from other places who have different socio-cultural
backgrounds.

● It has been a good experience
● My friends and my dear instructor, Sir Bryan Mislang, pushed me to continue this

program and I also want to continue it because It will give me a experience and be
advanced in what I will do when I plan to do aboard

● It's a good program
● It was really helpful to me, made me understand issues around the global and

understand my own community
● I have learned a lot of things that improves my social skills and helped me

understand different cultures worldwide
● Based on the prior information provided, I would highly recommend SIGLOC

(Social Impact Global Conference) for you. The experience you have shared about
your weak and broken family relationships and the impact it had on your identity
and quarter-life crisis showcases a deep level of self-awareness and a desire for
personal growth and development.

● SIGLOC offers a unique opportunity to engage with like-minded individuals
passionate about community development and social impact. Participating in this
conference can be a transformative experience for you, as it provides a platform to
connect with others who may have faced similar challenges or have insights to
share on navigating personal and community struggles.

● Attending SIGLOC can expose you to diverse perspectives and innovative
solutions to community challenges, which can be instrumental in your journey of
healing and growth. The collaborative atmosphere at SIGLOC encourages open
dialogue, empathy, and understanding, creating a supportive environment for
self-discovery and self-empowerment.

● Furthermore, the conference's focus on social impact aligns with your desire to
make a positive difference in the world and effect change. Engaging with
discussions and workshops centered around community development can deepen
your understanding of global challenges and inspire you to contribute meaningfully
to addressing them.

● In addition to gaining valuable knowledge and insights, SIGLOC offers the
opportunity to build a network of supportive individuals who share similar passions
and aspirations. These connections can provide ongoing support and
encouragement as you continue your journey of self-improvement and pursue your
goals.

● SIGLOC can be a powerful stepping stone in your quest for personal and
professional growth. By embracing the lessons learned from your family
experiences and channeling them into positive action, attending this conference can
further equip you with the tools and inspiration to create a more fulfilling and
impactful life.

● In conclusion, based on your personal journey and aspirations, SIGLOC offers a
supportive and enriching environment to nurture your desire for growth, healing,
and making a positive impact on communities. I recommend attending SIGLOC to
gain new insights, connect with like-minded individuals, and continue your path of
self-discovery and personal development.

Impression 3. Have you
enjoyed the
SIGLOC-onlin
e?
(5 is the
highest.)
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Networking 4. Did you
make new
friends through
the
SIGLOC-onlin
e?
(5 is the
highest.)
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Part 2: Program Organization
Category Question Answer

Expectation 1. What made
you decide to
participate in
SIGLOC-online
?

● I decided to participate in SIGLOC-online because I want to have new experience
by joining the intensive collaborative program with overseas students. I believe
this educational program can bring benefits to myself because I have a chance to
learn more about supply chain and sustainability which are very related to what I
have learnt in the University.

● Someone recommended me to join because I am an incoming third-year college
and it will help me think of my thesis topic proposal.

● It's interesting programme's outline and I like to make acquaintance with new
people from different cultures and countries.

● I was curious what SIGLOC is all about. My friend, who joined last year, told to
us that SIGLOC is fun.

● To gain more knowledge and learn something about other society.
● I decided to join SOGLOC because I know that it will help be look at the wider

perspective of life, and that it will help me become a tool for innovations and
change.

● The decision to participate in SIGLOC-online was driven by my curiosity and
desire for personal and intellectual growth. When I learned about the program's
focus on social innovation, global collaboration, and interactive learning
activities, I saw it as an opportunity to broaden my horizons and gain new
perspectives.

● Because I am really passionate and innovation and I thought this would be an
opportunity to learn more about it.

● To connect with people around the globe, to learn from them, to learn from the
program, to learn from the instructors, and most especially to be someone capable
of providing solutions to social issues. I want to be that person who is capable of
providing significant help to the community toward gearing it to be sustainable.

● My classmates that joined the 14th SIGLOC said that this is fun.
● Wanted to know how it feels to work with people outside my circle
● I want to join the SIGLOC again because I want to share the case in our local

community and learn other cases from other countries since I am a Social Studies
student.

● I am excited to be part of the seminar and share my knowledge with you all. My
motivation lies in fostering meaningful discussions, exchanging ideas, and
collectively exploring new horizons in our field.

● We were encouraged to join by our adviser in our school
● My curiosity about the program itself
● To learn more, and to meet new people around the globe.
● Because of its own theme
● The prospect of it being a global program
● Actually, I would like to explore myself in the innovative journey about the social

issues. However, I am a fan of multicultural program which I have plenty of
opportunities to connect with friends come from various countries and regions
globally.

● I decided to to participate in SIGLOC-online to gained experience and meet new
friends or participants all around the world and to become a social innovator.

● It will be a great help for me in the future. The possibility for personal growth,
making a beneficial impact on society through community service endeavors, and
developing long-lasting friendships with like-minded individuals motivates me to
join Sigloc

● I participated in this program because I want to explore and to be a
socially-innovative individual.

● My classmates challenged me to try Sigloc because they had done it the previous
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school year.
● By my classmates who once joined the program. They said that SIGLOC is fun

and at the same time you can learn.
● Actually, our professor invited us to join SIGLOC. I have no idea until our

professor discussed how it gonna happen and how's the setup. It inspires me
because there are also students from LNU who finished SIGLOC and I also
wanted to experience such kind of learning that is why I decided to join.

● My classmates and professor motivated us to join the SIGLOC-online because of
the wholesome experience and learning. As well as, I like the purpose of SIGLOC
is to be GLOCAL and create a social innovator and I wanted to be a part of it.

● My peers at school encouraged me to join. The fact that the 15th SIGLOC also
coincides in the summer is a big factor to my decision to admit myself in this
endeavor.

● it was recommended to me
● It is a rare opportunity to nominate for a sister school exchange.
● I want to gain experience, which I would be using in my future profession.
● To gain knowledge and meet new people
● Because of its objectives to help the participants in addressing social issues

present in the society. And that, really motivated me as a Social Studies student to
finish this course.

● It is my second time joining and I must say this is different from my previous
participation and it is quite demanding but I enjoyed it.

● I participated in SIGLOC-online because I wanted to collaborate with other
people nationwide.

● As a final year student who will be graduating soon, I decided to maximize my
learning capacity, particularly in multicultural event/program. I believe that
SIGLOC could be a ladder for me to achieve that before entering work-life.

● It was to engage myself into any international event and it also for my experience
to better my self efficacy.

● My motivation to transcend beyond mediocracy
● I got inspired after seeing my friend get a certificate
● Sir bryan told me, our instructor at school said we have an opportunity to go to

Japan and I decided to enter and apply for this program
● Interest
● Our Lecturer advised us and connected us
● I have always looking forward to be part of the change in our nation, SIGLOC's

advocacy encouraged me to enhance my problem solving skills
● There are several compelling reasons why I may choose to join SIGLOC (Social

Impact Global Conference):
● Passion for Social Impact: Individuals who are passionate about making a positive

difference in the world and contributing to social change may be drawn to
SIGLOC. The conference offers a platform to engage with like-minded
individuals and explore innovative solutions to pressing global challenges.

● Learning and Knowledge Exchange: SIGLOC provides a valuable opportunity to
learn from experts, researchers, and practitioners in the field of social impact.
Participants can attend workshops, seminars, and presentations that offer insights
and best practices for community development and positive social change.

● Networking and Collaboration: SIGLOC brings together a diverse group of
individuals, including professionals, activists, entrepreneurs, and students, all
working towards creating a better world. Joining the conference allows
participants to network and collaborate with others who share similar passions
and aspirations.

● Personal Growth and Development: Engaging with the discussions and
experiences at SIGLOC can be a transformative journey of self-discovery and
personal growth. The conference encourages introspection, empathy, and
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understanding, fostering an environment for individuals to develop their
leadership and communication skills.

● Access to Resources and Opportunities: SIGLOC often hosts exhibitors,
organizations, and sponsors dedicated to social impact initiatives. Attending the
conference can provide access to valuable resources, potential funding
opportunities, and partnerships for those looking to launch or scale their social
impact projects.

● Inspiration and Motivation: Being part of a global gathering focused on social
impact can be incredibly inspiring and motivating. Hearing success stories,
overcoming challenges, and seeing the impact of social initiatives can fuel
individuals' commitment to their own causes and aspirations.

● Creating Lasting Impact: SIGLOC emphasizes action-oriented discussions and
practical approaches to social issues. By joining the conference, individuals can
gain insights and strategies to create lasting and meaningful impact in their
communities and beyond.

● Awareness of Global Challenges: SIGLOC covers a wide range of social,
environmental, and humanitarian issues, creating awareness of global challenges
and the interconnectedness of these problems. This knowledge can encourage
participants to take a more holistic approach to social impact.

● Building a Supportive Community: Attending SIGLOC allows individuals to
connect with a supportive community of changemakers. Engaging with others
who share similar visions for a better world can foster a sense of belonging and
encourage collaboration.

2. What did you
expect to learn
from
SIGLOC-online
program
initially?

● Yes, the three (3) weeks programme meet my expectations.
● I expected that it would develop my awareness of many social issues we are

encountering worldwide, and yes, the program meets that expectation.
● I hope I understand and can proceed the way to concrete my idea and solution by

learning the nation's problem and figure out the key which relied on both
domestic and international scope. This programme meet my expectations.

● I expected that SIGLOC will help me to think critically in making proposal to
address social issues. True to its purpose, SIGLOC really twisted my mind.

● I didn't expect SIGLOC because my only focus was step by step in the program, I
don't want to skip everything and I don't want to hang myself.

● I expected that SIGLOC will develop me wholly. Fortunately, SIGLOC did not
just meet my expectations, rather it went overboard making me more confident
about becoming a social innovator.

● SIGLOC-online not only met my initial expectations but also provided an
exceptional and fulfilling learning journey. It has been an incredible experience
that has enriched my knowledge, broadened my perspectives, and inspired me to
contribute positively to the world around me. I am immensely grateful for the
opportunity to be part of this program.

● I initially expected it to be extremely hard and challenging but it turned out to be
very manageable. My expectations were meet and bypassed.

● I expected it to be interactively fun but at the same time there is so much to learn.
Yes, SIGLOC-online meets my expectations. I hope I can participate in SIGLOC
face-to-face or actual study in Japan.

● I expected the SIGLOC to be innovating from the title itself. And it really is
innovative.

● Well I thought it wood be difficult to manage time at first but as we went on it was
great

● I expected it to be educational, as usual. Yes, it did meet my expectations. The
instructors are also very patient and considerate whenever unprecedented
situations come along the way.

● I expected to be enlightened by insightful presentations, engaging discussions,
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and valuable networking opportunities. Also, my expectation is to provide us with
fresh perspectives, practical takeaways, and a chance to connect with like-minded
individuals.

● I expected it to be hard, and I know it will be a fun learning opportunity, and yes,
it is super fun indeed. I also expected it to have smart instructors, and not only are
they smart, but they are also super kind.

● I expected a really culturally diverse learning environment, and yes it was met.
● I was expecting that we only just do is to edit pictures and logos, but then it's

something more that I was happy to meet new people. The instructors are nice and
responsible for their roles, I wanted to thank them to give such effort.

● I expected it to be a more in depth teaching from instructors. It didn't met my
expectations but it was great experience.

● Expected it to be less involving
● I desired about how to address social problems in my community. After taking

part in SIGLOC-online program, I have acknowledged a lot of skills which helps
me how to analyse and organize the society's issue in the long run.

● I assume that as participants, we would meet other individuals who are also
participants from other countries, and SIGLOC-online exceeds my expectations
from orientation to the closing session.

● I expected it to be more difficult than my other subject and I expected it to
enhance or improve my procastination skill. These expectation were meet by
SigLoc, I was able to passed my activities on time evem though it ks very
difficult, I learned to use my time and be skillful in gathering some data and infor
ation.

● I really don't have a high expectations in this program however, i believe it meet
my reason why i participated in this event.

● I expected it to be challenging. Yes, it exceeded all of my expectations.
● Fortunately, SIGLOC did not just meet but exceeded my expectations.
● Yes, SIGLOC online meet my expectation. I was expecting it to be just doing

activities by yourself and finishing it just fine. But when SIGLOC started
everyone was alive and happy. And during the SIGLOC everyone was
participating through interactive comments by each picture books and I've learned
a lot with my fellow SIGLOCians. It was fun experience indeed.

● learn new things
● I expected that the instructors are considerate and take care all our concerns. As

well as, I will get to learn more about societal issues. Hence, SIGLOC-online met
my expectations.

● My initial expectations were right; I'll be able to talk to different kinds of people,
and as I went through it, my expectations were exceeded. I had fun and learned so
much in a short period of time.

● expected more learning than discovering. it did not meet most of my expectations
● Understand the development conditions and thinking of different countries.
● Meaningful and fun activites.
● Yes, it met my expectations.
● I expect it having more synchronous sessions.
● Yes. I expected that I will have new friends across the globe.
● Yes, It has always exceeded my expectation just like anyone else.
● I expect the program to be very challenging and fun, and it did not disappoint me.
● I expected that SIGLOC would give me a lot of knowledge about sustainability. I

am majoring health nutrition study, thus, I haven't studied that theme deeply
enough. I would say that SIGLOC meets my expectations. The tasks along with
the interaction with other participants help me to learn that theme.

● I thought it was a continues online session in a means that there are teachers to
share knowledge with regards to social issues and how to resolve them but what
the program this is also efficient to improve the critcal thinking of students
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regarding social issues.
● My expectations were to be meet new people and gather new perspectives in life.

Fortunately, it was all fulfilled.
● I didn't expect or didn't think I'd manage but I'm glad I did
● My expectation in sigloc is about the creation of logos and many activities to be

done such as discussing the problems in each area of the participants who are also
involved in sigloc and that my expectation is compatible with what we did in
sigloc

● I expected it to be in form of lectures, but it was amazing studying on our own.
● I never had any because I was unaware of the content. Now can say, it was a good

experience
● I have expected before that this program will open up my mind to different

cultures worldwide, which what really happened
● Transitioning from a face-to-face event like SIGLOC to an online format may

lead to certain expectations and preferences. To effectively manage these
expectations on my own, it's essential to recognize the benefits of the online
setting. While in-person interactions have their charm, embracing the online
experience opens up new possibilities. Online events like SIGLOC offer
flexibility and accessibility, allowing participants from around the world to
engage without geographical constraints. Additionally, the virtual platform can
facilitate networking with a diverse global audience, creating opportunities for
cross-cultural exchange and collaboration. By setting realistic goals and actively
engaging in the online sessions, participants can make the most of the event and
maximize their learning experience.

● Creating a dedicated workspace free from distractions is crucial to fully immerse
oneself in the virtual environment. Although screen time can be taxing, managing
breaks and balancing it with offline activities can alleviate fatigue. Active
participation in Q&A sessions, virtual meet-ups, and breakout discussions fosters
meaningful interactions and knowledge-sharing. Moreover, participants can
continue their engagement after the event by following up with new connections
and providing feedback to event organizers for future improvements. Ultimately, a
positive and open-minded approach allows individuals to embrace the benefits of
online SIGLOC, harnessing its potential for growth, learning, and building
valuable connections.

Theme 3. What did you
find the theme
of this SIGLOC
(SDGs: Social
Innovation in
your local
community
toward solving
global issues)?

● I find value, challenges, strategies and opportunities.
● That local community can also be a global issue that everyone can relate to. The

theme made us instant social innovators in making a picture book and having
interactive tasks.

● Act locally and think globally
● It is very helpful to address the pressing issues of different communities and

propose some activities as part of the solution.
● The emphasis on "Social Innovation" suggests that the event may have explored

creative and novel approaches to tackling various societal challenges while
considering the broader impact on a global scale. Participants might have
discussed how to engage and empower communities to take action and work
collectively toward achieving the SDGs.

● The them of SIGLOC really will help everyone in understanding issues and
creating and taking part of the change that we wanted to happen.

● The theme of SIGLOC served as a powerful call to action, urging us to be agents
of positive change in our local communities and to recognize the ripple effects of
our actions on a global scale. It was a theme that ignited passion, curiosity, and a
commitment to creating a better world for present and future generations.

● It was pretty good
● Social innovation plays a crucial role in inspiring change, fostering collaboration,
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and creating sustainable solutions for a better future.
● I think it is trying to deliver that even a normal citizen at any age and without any

powerful position in the government can create a change in the society.
● The theme is good if we have many young innovators the world will definitely be

better
● I found it very relevant since we need more social innovators who can think of

different measures to solve the local and global issues.
● This theme would likely emphasize the importance of grassroots efforts,

collaboration, and creativity in finding solutions to global issues. By focusing on
local communities, the goal would be to empower individuals and organizations
to take action and make a positive impact within their immediate environments.

● In solving global issues, it requires collaborative works from different
organizations. This participations and involvement should be long-term to achieve
long-term sustainability to help solve global issues.

● The theme really stood for what it is.
● I find it interesting so then I made my picture book or like research and I did

know more about my local community that facing a social issue which is the
floods.

● It was relevant
● It was okay
● I find the theme of SIGLOC in my local community about animal welfare.
● I think the theme fits the program, particularly the sessions and tasks we've

completed.
● Creative solution for socital problems, whole focusing on local communities, we

can tap into the unique knowledge and resources to tackle global issues
effectively.

● It was good.
● I'm interested in the topic since there are so many problems that society faces

these days as a result of modern life, and I believe that as an adolescent, I should
contribute to identifying viable solutions.

● The theme was fulfilling. SIGLOC thought the students to be a great social
innovator. Knowing that we have different social issues, it inspires us solving
problems or creating a solutions that will not only help our local community but
will also benefit globally.

● helpful
● It was impressive since it emphasizes the importance of addressing global issues

through local actions and social innovation. As well as, it achieves the United
Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which I like the most since it
aims to foster collective action in order to make a world a better place.

● I found it extremely insightful! I wish this topic can be taught to other
SIGLOCians in the future as it contains valuable lessons that mainly talk about
the current state of affairs in the world today.

● it was oky
● local creation
● Useful and interesting.
● It is very timely
● Local sustainability plays a crucial role in achieving global sustainability. By

focusing on sustainable practices at the local level, we can contribute to the
overall well-being of the planet. Local sustainability involves promoting
environmentally friendly practices, conserving resources, reducing waste, and
supporting the local economy. These efforts have a ripple effect, as they can
inspire and influence others to adopt sustainable practices in their own
communities.

● Furthermore, local sustainability initiatives often address specific regional
challenges and needs. By understanding and addressing these unique factors, we
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can create tailored solutions that are more effective and relevant. This localized
approach helps build resilience and adaptability, which are essential for long-term
global sustainability.

● Additionally, local sustainability efforts can foster a sense of community and
collaboration. When individuals and organizations work together towards a
common goal, they can create a powerful collective impact. This collaboration
can extend beyond local boundaries and contribute to global sustainability efforts.

● In summary, local sustainability is important because it serves as a foundation for
global sustainability. By focusing on sustainable practices at the local level, we
can create positive change that extends beyond our immediate communities and
contributes to a more sustainable future for all.

● I think this speaks a lot because as of this moment, we need this and this must be
addressed in order for people to be informed and have functions in the society.

● I find the them very timely because of the current problems that my locality is
facing.

● The theme is very interesting for me. I believe that we should empower our local
community in every country around the world. Thus, learning about how to make
a social innovation to tackle specific issue is a good activity and offers potential
contribution to society.

● It was great and it captures my attention.
● I find the theme relevant to today's phenomenon. We are leaning toward a

progressive world, and this theme had enable me to be benefited academically and
personally.

● I found it interesting
● I have find out the real problem in our community, it helped me be the part of

innovators to change or at least advocate people of the community itself.
● The theme "Social Innovation in your local community toward solving global

issues" is compelling and relevant. It emphasizes the power of grassroots
initiatives and community-driven solutions in addressing global challenges. This
theme recognizes that while the world faces complex and interconnected
problems, the solutions often start at the local level.

● Social innovation refers to the development and implementation of new ideas,
processes, or strategies that create positive social impact. By focusing on social
innovation within local communities, the theme acknowledges the role of
individuals, organizations, and communities in effecting meaningful change.

● The idea of solving global issues through local action reflects the
interconnectedness of the world. Local challenges often have broader
implications, and addressing them can contribute to solving larger global
problems. Moreover, this theme encourages a sense of responsibility and agency
among individuals to take action and make a difference in their own communities.

● By emphasizing social innovation, the theme promotes creativity, adaptability,
and resourcefulness in finding solutions to complex issues. It encourages
participants to think outside the box, collaborate with others, and leverage the
unique strengths of their communities to create lasting impact.

● Overall, the theme "Social Innovation in your local community toward solving
global issues" is relevant, empowering, and reflective of the current global
context. It aligns with the goals of fostering positive social change and
encouraging active engagement in addressing pressing global challenges.
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Activities
beside
SIGLOC

4. Besides participating in the 11th SIGLOC

Program
length and
Season

5. Choose the most appropriate one for the program length (including weekend activities).

6. Choose the convenient month(s) for the students in your school to participate in this kind of program.
Please check the appropriate answer for each month.
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Online
Program &
ICT

7. What kind of applications did you use for communicating with your group/team?

8. Give some
comments on
what was
difficult and/or
needs to be
improved
regarding the
communication
environment and
software
applications that
were used in the
program.

● None
● All good.
● It would be very much appreciated if the program can have a messenger

chatbox, where everyone has a messenger. Because the Slack app is
inconvenient when times of not having wifi internet, or laptops.

● No problem with ICT
● Everything went smoothly.
● I have no comment because all the platforms used are good and easy to use.
● All is good
● Time Zone Differences: The global nature of the program meant that

participants were from different time zones, which sometimes resulted in
scheduling conflicts and challenges in finding suitable meeting times for
everyone. More flexible scheduling or recording sessions for later access could
mitigate this issue.

● ICT environment was favorable for me through out the program..
communication was okay from the instructors

● communication environment and software applications used are good and have
no problem. but maybe next time, use other applications that are more familiar
to the participants. But overall, it is good.

● Internet connection is fine it's just that the super typhoon became a challenge for
some participants.

● I just had a hard time in getting my nickname approved. I thought I just need to
chnage my nickname in Google, but I also need to change my nickname in
Slack.

● I feel making groups on Twitter or Whatsapp would do
● During the 10th SIGLOC, we have one zoom background. However, during the

15th SIGLOC, only the instructors have zoom background. It would have been
nice if all of the participants have the same zoom background for unity.

● I had problems with my Internet connection when Super Typhoon Egay hit the
Philippines. Up until now, we don't have electricity. So, it's very hard to do the
activities when all my gadget don't have power.

● nothing so far. The ICT environment is well made
● Nothing at all.
● The internet connection is intermittent because of the typhoon
● Apart from Zoom I think it could be good of you can be using Google meeting

as well
● Actually it is my very first time to join Slack. I really like the outline and

interaction of this communication platform.
● The issues I encountered were a power interruption and minor issues with my

internet connection cause by a typhoon.
● For me, there is no problem regarding ICT environment
● I can't use Slack when there is slow internet connection, unlike the Messenger

app on Facebook where it still works even though I am on Free data, and one of
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my collage friends who also joined the program is unable to download Slack on
his phone.

● The only problem I had was when the super typhoon came to PH. We don't have
stable internet connection.

● setting up requires a lot of specific steps
● I don't have anything to say.
● the ict which suppose to mark completed needs to be improved
● more clear instructions should be given for the tasks
● help or tutorial videos should be provided , not every one knows how to use the

computer
● My computer operating system is too old.
● We only have strong internet connection at night. Hence, I did most activities of

mine at that time.
● The internet connection
● The ICT environment is actually good. I never experienced a hard time

accomplishing my ICT, and manual really helped me a lot.
● I think I never had any difficulties only that most of us encountered is during the

typhoon and other than that, nothing more.
● There is no technical difficulties.
● I think slack is not convenient for everyone. There are some people who only

have slack in laptop. Thus, they will read all the information provided when
they turn on the laptop. Besides, I often underwent internet connection problem
in my area. I couldn't run zoom properly.

● I think the platform used was difficult to understand I suggest to use other social
media platform perhaps.

● I did not encounter any difficulties, although it was new to me. Every
app/software used is efficient.

● Please increase the communication platforms Include WhatsApp if possible
● We need to be aware when there is a typhoon coming we need to charge all the

devices so that we can still join the meetings and like what happened last
meeting my internet was very weak because there was a typhoon and I was not
ready

● Creating zoom meetings for
● Nothing
● I don't see any problems with the program's ICT Environment, thus, they are

considerate especially to us, form the Philippines who recently experienced the
super typhoon's disaster.

● Some participants in the program expressed difficulties and areas that need
improvement regarding the communication environment and software
applications used. One common challenge was the need for clearer
communication guidelines and instructions on how to effectively use the
software platforms. Some participants found it challenging to navigate the
various features and functionalities, leading to confusion during sessions.

● Additionally, there were comments about occasional technical glitches and
connectivity issues, particularly for those with unstable internet connections.
These disruptions resulted in missed opportunities to fully engage in discussions
and activities. Some participants also mentioned that the lack of a reliable
internet connection hindered their ability to access certain materials or interact
with others in real-time.

● Furthermore, a few participants faced challenges with language barriers during
online sessions. While English was the primary language of communication,
some felt that additional support for non-native English speakers would have
improved the overall experience.

● To address these concerns and improve the communication environment, it is
recommended to provide participants with clear and comprehensive guidelines
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on using the software applications. Pre-event training or orientation sessions
could help familiarize participants with the platforms' functionalities and
troubleshooting techniques. Moreover, offering technical support during the
event can be beneficial in resolving connectivity issues promptly.

● For participants with internet connectivity problems, organizers could consider
providing alternative options for accessing event materials, such as
downloadable resources or asynchronous content. Offering translations or
providing simultaneous interpretation services for non-native English speakers
can also promote inclusivity and ensure everyone can fully participate and
engage in discussions.

● Overall, improving the communication environment and addressing technical
challenges would enhance the overall experience for participants, making the
program more accessible and seamless for individuals with varying levels of
technological proficiency and internet connectivity.

9. What are the
pros and cons of
learning online
compared to
participating in
an actual
study-abroad
program/trainin
g?

● Pros of learning online is we can get things fast and more efficient, cons is
sometimes group members are not responding and there will be few problems
such as lost of internet connection, lost of electricity due to the thunderstorm
and typhoon.

● Of course, the cons will be the unstable internet connection, since it was the one
we encountered while we were in class. Like the unexpected disasters we have
encountered, I believe it would be very inconvenient. But, the pros are, we can
interact even when members are far away, and we can easily communicate and
do tasks without having to worry during "class hours". In short, online classes
will let us have more time to do tasks and not be pressured personally.

● Pros: flexible time, work from anywhere, fastest way to connect each other.
Cons: no active interaction, attendants are not pay attention enough for online
course, sometimes has a internet connection problem

● Pros: time is much flexible, unlimited information
Cons: internet and electricity might be lost, misunderstanding of
communication.

● Pros: Flexibility, Accessibility, Cost-Effectiveness, Diverse Course Offerings
Cons: Limited Social Interaction, Less Immersion, Self-Discipline Required,
Lack of Practical Experience

● Online learning makes the gap of everyone be smaller. However, the time zone
of everyone makes it a drawback as we do not have the same time zones.

● Pros of Learning Online:
Flexibility in scheduling and location.
Cost-effective with reduced travel and living expenses.
Global accessibility, enabling students from anywhere to participate.
Cons of Learning Online:
Limited social interaction and networking opportunities.
Potential lack of hands-on experience for certain subjects.
Technical issues and connectivity problems can disrupt learning.

● Pros of Study-Abroad Programs:
Cultural immersion, fostering a deeper understanding of different cultures.
Hands-on experience and practical training in a new environment.
Personal growth and adaptability by stepping outside comfort zones.
Cons of Study-Abroad Programs:
Higher cost, including travel, tuition, and living expenses.
Logistical challenges in arranging visas and accommodations.
Initial cultural adjustment and potential homesickness.

● Online learning is highly dependant on ict environment, there is also little
contact between the students and professors.but it also happens to be convenient
in cases where we need to save finances, it makes learning easier as information
is at our finger tips, it also enables people from different places to associate
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academically.
● Pros:

Flexibility - Online learning allows for greater flexibility in terms of when and
where you study.
Global Networking: Students in online courses have the opportunity to interact
with peers from different countries and cultural backgrounds, fostering a global
network and expanding perspectives.
Cons:
Limited Personalized Support: While many online courses provide support
through forums or virtual office hours, some students may find it challenging to
receive immediate and personalized assistance from instructors. But overall, it is
good.

● Pros is that it is flexible, but sometimes the time difference is a little confusing.
● Sometimes there is bad connection and it's difficult to keep up
● It is very convenient for us and flexible since we can work at our own comfort.

However, there are times that power outage and poor internet connection stops
us from accomplishing all the tasks on time.

● Learning online offers several advantages, including flexibility in scheduling,
accessibility to diverse courses, and cost-effectiveness by eliminating travel
expenses. Learners can study from the comfort of their homes and access a
plethora of multimedia resources and interactive tools for enhanced learning.
However, online education has drawbacks, such as limited social interaction,
which may hinder collaborative learning and networking opportunities.
Additionally, it demands self-discipline and motivation, as there is no direct
supervision. Reliable internet access and suitable devices are crucial for a
seamless learning experience, and learners should carefully evaluate the
credibility of online course providers.

● Pros - Accessibility of time and place, affordability, and flexibility
Cons - Technology issues

● I don't really know because I still haven't get the chance to study abroad, but I
think.. physical communication is still better than online.

● Internet connection is a problem.
● Pros: It is flexible

Cons: it is more enjoyable
● Pro:it's mobile you can do it anywhere. con: subjected to internet connection

problems. There are some advantages of learning online: consuming time to
remove and commute, watching recording missing session, taking part program
regardless working or studying individually.

● The benefits of studying online include the ability to study on your own time
and at a lower cost. The disadvantages include issues with internet connectivity.
The advantages of an annual abroad program/training are that you can study
other cultures, beliefs, and languages, and you can gain hands-on experience
that is usually available in an abroad program/training. The disadvantages of an
actual studying abroad program/training are that it can be more expensive than
online learning.

● pros is that I can do it on my own pace and it is flexible for me because there is
no fixed time on when should I do the activity but there is a deadline, for the
cons, I was not able to try or experienced how it feels to study in different
settings and manner. And I was not able meet other people face to face.

● Pros
Online learning allows for greater flexibility in scheduling. Students can access
course materials and lectures at their own convenience, making it easier to
balance studies with other commitments or responsibilities. Online learning
eliminates geographical barriers, enabling students to access courses from top
institutions worldwide. This provides access to a broader range of subjects and
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expertise. Participating in online learning equips students with valuable digital
literacy skills and proficiency in using various technological tools.
Cons
Online learning lacks face-to-face interaction, which can lead to a sense of
isolation and reduced opportunities for networking and forming meaningful
connections. And also, technical issues, such as internet connectivity problems
or platform glitches, can disrupt the learning process and cause frustration. And
also, some fields of study, such as certain sciences or arts, require hands-on
experience that may be challenging to replicate in an online setting.

● online learning is hard when the internet is not cooperating however it is also
convenient for the students and the teachers.

● The benefits are that I can work at my own pace, unlike when you have to attend
a real meeting where you actually need to see each other throughout classes, and
it also gives me more time to contemplate. The drawback is that I get easily
distracted, which can encourage procrastination, especially if the person lacks
self-discipline.

● The time and expenses is the main pros of learning online since participating in
actual study abroad requires money and a lot of time to process some papers
needed. The cons of learning online is that you are far from your companions.

● Maybe the pros of actual study-abroad program/training is that there will be no
problem with internet connection, everyone can participate and can pass in exact
due time, and will be able to meet your classmates and be a real friends while
cons is the other way around.

● limited interaction
● Pros: Flexibility, Self Learning, and Cost-Efficient

Cons: Internet Connectivity, Distractions, Limited Social Interaction
One of the cons is the limited interaction that you get. Learning should be
adjacent to interaction between the participants, and due to the limitations of the
tools, synchronous and live exchange of ideas is curtailed.

● network issue is con
● no, everything is very good.
● Cons.

Poor internet connection
Lack of human connection
It is more accessible and cheap

● Learning online and participating in a study-abroad program or training both
have their own set of pros and cons. Here are some points to consider:

● Pros of learning online:
1. Flexibility: Online learning allows you to study at your own pace and
schedule, providing flexibility for those with other commitments or
responsibilities.
2. Accessibility: Online courses and resources are often easily accessible from
anywhere with an internet connection, allowing individuals to learn from the
comfort of their own homes.
3. Cost-effective: Online learning can be more affordable compared to
study-abroad programs, as it eliminates expenses such as travel,
accommodation, and visa fees.
4. Diverse learning options: Online platforms offer a wide range of courses and
programs, allowing learners to explore various subjects and disciplines.
Cons of learning online:
1. Limited practical experience: Online learning may lack hands-on experiences
and practical application, which can be a disadvantage for certain fields or
subjects that require physical presence or interaction.
2. Limited networking opportunities: Participating in a study-abroad program
often provides opportunities to network with people from different cultures and
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backgrounds, which can be valuable for personal and professional growth.
3. Potential for distractions: Learning online requires self-discipline and
motivation, as there may be distractions at home or in the online environment
that can hinder focus and productivity.
4. Less immersive cultural experience: Study-abroad programs offer the chance
to immerse oneself in a different culture, language, and environment, providing
a more comprehensive understanding of global perspectives.

● Ultimately, the choice between learning online and participating in a
study-abroad program or training depends on individual preferences, goals, and
the specific learning outcomes desired. It is important to consider the advantages
and disadvantages of each option to make an informed decision.

● I think the Pros of Studying online are Flexibility and Convenience: Online
learning offers flexibility in terms of schedule and location. Students can access
course materials and lectures at their own pace, making it easier to balance
education with other commitments like work or family. and its cons are Limited
Social Interaction: Online learning may lack the face-to-face interactions and
networking opportunities available in traditional classroom settings, potentially
leading to a sense of isolation.

● On the other hand, pro of studying abroad is Cultural Immersion: Studying
abroad offers a firsthand experience of a different culture, language, and way of
life, fostering global awareness and cross-cultural understanding and its cons is
Cost: Studying abroad can be expensive, including tuition fees, living expenses,
travel costs, and potential currency exchange rates.

● Thus, the choice between studying online and studying abroad depends on
individual preferences, goals, financial resources, and the specific educational
opportunities available. Each approach offers unique experiences and benefits,
and students should carefully consider their own priorities and circumstances
when making this decision.

● The pros is that you will be able to communicate and collaborate to other
people, and the cons are the internet connections interruption.

● On of the pros is I get to have a multicultural experience with people around the
world without much difficulty. I also learn about how to make social innovation
and how to address the issue in local community. SIGLOC provides the
opportunity for me to enhance both my speaking and writing skill in English.
The cons are some people might have a problem with the internet connection
and also difficulty to do the tasks due to their tight schedule.

● It was less expensive when it comes to online but if it is face to face the learning
would be more reliable and accurate.

● These are the advantages I thought of online learning:
1. Poor connection due to many reasons such as inclement weather.
2. No actual physical engagement in which learning could be stimulated by the

physical environment.
3. It is difficult to conduct fun activities.
4. Some learnings might be misunderstood due to a lack of physical presence.

● Advatnages:
1. More convenient
2. More freedom to manage own time of studying
3. Less expensive
4. It will enhance our skills to be technologically literate.

● For me it was just the time difference I was having problems with
● For me the online class is a bit not okay because we have different strengths and

weaknesses of the internet in our area, the face to face class is better because
you can focus more on your studies and someone supports you in everything
you do and thank you to all the sigloc instructors because everything was
successful
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● The advantage is that it slows many people to meet within a short time but the
disadvantage is that some people May not benefit due t poor network.

● Network connectivity
● The cons of online learning is the student cannot focus on their class. They are

being distracted by the urge to open their social networking sites while the class
is ongoing. The pros of online learning is that the students cannot feel the
sudden pressure to do the tasks immediately and can handle their time
accountably.

● Learning Online:
Pros:
Flexibility: Online learning allows for greater flexibility in terms of scheduling.
Participants can access course materials and lectures at their convenience,
accommodating other commitments and responsibilities.
Cost-effective: Online programs often have lower tuition fees and eliminate the
need for travel and accommodation expenses, making education more affordable
for many learners.
Access to Diverse Courses: Online learning offers a vast array of courses and
programs from institutions worldwide, allowing learners to access specialized
subjects that may not be available in their local area.
Global Reach: Participants can interact with peers and instructors from diverse
cultural backgrounds, enriching the learning experience and promoting a global
perspective.
Self-paced Learning: Online programs often allow learners to progress at their
own pace, which can be beneficial for those who prefer to spend more time on
challenging topics or accelerate through familiar ones.
Cons:
Limited Face-to-Face Interaction: Online learning lacks the in-person interaction
found in traditional study-abroad programs, which can lead to a reduced sense
of community and connection with classmates and instructors.
Potential Technical Issues: Technical problems, such as internet connectivity or
platform malfunctions, can disrupt learning experiences and cause frustration.
Less Immersive Cultural Experience: Online learning may not offer the same
level of cultural immersion as a study-abroad program, as participants miss out
on experiencing daily life and customs in a foreign country.
Time Management Challenges: While flexibility is a pro, it can also lead to time
management challenges if participants struggle to stay disciplined and
motivated.
Participating in an Actual Study-Abroad Program/Training:
Pros:
Cultural Immersion: Study-abroad programs provide a firsthand experience of
living in a different country, allowing participants to immerse themselves in the
local culture and language.
Networking Opportunities: Participants have the chance to build a diverse
international network, forming lifelong connections with peers, instructors, and
professionals in their field.
Enhanced Language Skills: Living and studying in a foreign country can
significantly improve language proficiency, as learners engage in daily
conversations and interactions.
Personal Growth: Study-abroad experiences often lead to personal growth,
increased independence, and enhanced adaptability, as participants navigate new
environments and challenges.
Cons:
Higher Costs: Study-abroad programs can be more expensive due to travel,
accommodation, and living expenses, making them less accessible for some
learners.
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Academic and Cultural Adjustment: Adapting to a new academic system and
cultural norms may be challenging initially, leading to some students
experiencing culture shock.
Potential Language Barriers: Language barriers may present challenges in
academic and social settings, particularly for participants who are not fluent in
the local language.
Limited Course Selection: Study-abroad programs may have fewer course
options compared to online learning platforms, potentially limiting academic
choices.
In conclusion, both online learning and participating in an actual study-abroad
program have their merits and drawbacks. The choice depends on individual
preferences, goals, and circumstances. Online learning offers flexibility and
cost-effectiveness, while study-abroad programs provide cultural immersion and
networking opportunities. Ultimately, learners should consider their priorities
and educational needs when making this decision.
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Part 3: Sessions
Category Question Answer

Session 1 1. How are you
satisfied with
overall work on
Session 1
(Asynchronous
Debate) ?
(5 is the highest.)

2. Give comments
on the tasks and
volume of Session
1.

● It is necessary to review the global supply chain in order to solve the problem
of climate change because it can solved few issues such as circular economy,
net zero transitions, carbon intensive goods and product packaging.

● I was nervous at first seeing my dear instructors and co-members from other
countries and regions. But I enjoyed the interactive meet-and-greet part. I meet
a lot of new friends.

● It's very good task to practice our reading and analysis in order to elaborate our
perception in the form of essay. Furthermore, our classmates are the important
persons to assist us to understand and know the different point or other
conception which may argue our statement. It so-called contradictory or debate
which can happen anytime to your theory, notion, and article.

● Debating is fun because it is where you will find some ideas of other
participants.

● It was full of constructive and knowledgeable comments from other
participants

● The volume of Session 1 seems appropriate, allowing ample time for students
to prepare their speeches and refute comments thoroughly. The combination of
creating speeches and offering refutations adds depth and dimension to the
learning process, stimulating students' intellectual curiosity and fostering a
collaborative learning atmosphere.

● The task was kind of bulky as a I had to do alot of research because I really
didn't know much about the topics.

● It is a good session but I just wish we had more.
● It is enough for the first week as in introduction of the upcoming activities.
● Was good
● It was all good and the instructors are very friendly/welcoming.
● Embracing the challenge, we dove into an interactive experience that tested our

abilities and sparked our curiosity.
● The task again requires interactive work so it was really engaging
● the task were pretty simple
● It was fun and I learned so much
● Nice
● The volume for session 1 was just okay
● I love the way SIGLOC required us to refute my opponent's argument and

review both refutations written by the opponents. This kind of activities aid me
to communicate and negotiate with my classmate. Also, the volume of Session
1 is equal for us to join.

● It was really a good experience especially when you oppose with someone and
also learned from their opinions and recommendations.

● It takes a lot of courage and critical thinking to make a stand and also refute it,
but it enhances my critical thinking that I can use and be mindful that there is a
pros and cons in every decision or stand that we make. It also practiced my
mind to be open for critics' and opinion from others,

● The task is not that hard you just really need to read and understand the topics
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and lessons
● The argument was a fun and interesting topic, but it did not go as planned

because my opponent agreed with what I was saying and should have opposed
me.

● good learning material, it was not confusing
● It was challenging because I need to understand well the topic in order to

create a substantial essay.
● Please provide better explanations and descriptions to the materials.
● was more clear
● 7
● It was challenging, yet great because we had to defend two standpoints.
● Much better if it is synchronous
● I am delighted with the level of support I received from the SIGLOC. It was

able to quickly find the information I needed and provided clear and concise
responses.

● It was subtle.
● Very enjoyable.
● I haven't had any experience in debate so this session helps me to understand

and learn about that. I am satisfied because I got the opportunity to give and
receive feedback from other participants. The mutual learning was insightful.

● It exceeds my expectations, I was a little bit nervous at that time but all goods.
● The tasks provided was helpful for us to warm up ourselves to a more in-dept

study of bigger problems.
● Very eye catching
● in session 1, all the activities were still pretty okay, I was still able to keep up

and I met the instructors at sigloc and the other participants of sigloc
● It was okay
● It was well packaged. A lot of knowledge was acquired
● The session gave me warm up on how the advocacy works
● The task and volume of sessions at SIGLOC seem diverse and comprehensive,

offering participants a well-rounded and engaging experience. The inclusion of
a welcome session is a thoughtful way to set the tone for the event, create a
sense of community, and ensure that participants feel welcomed and oriented
to the program.

Session 2 3. How are you
satisfied with
overall work on
Session 2 (Local
community and
social issues) ?
(5 is the highest.)

4. Give comments
on the tasks and
volume of Session
2.

● This task is the beginning of the picture book, hence it gave us exposure to
know about the city first before we proceed further with the sustainability and
local community studies.

● I appreciate that the program lets us learn from the social issues that everyone
encounters. It made us not just aware, but also encourage us to think of a
solution and feel sympathy.

● This session motivates the learner to be active, team work, and help team
members with offering different ideas which are useful to their work.

● Finding some issues that you want to know and focus on that social issue on
the local community.

● It makes me awaken on the wider view of my local community and the social
issues that we are currently facing
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● The volume of Session 2 appears appropriate, allowing sufficient time for
research, reflection, and engagement. The tasks likely encourage active
participation and collaboration among students, fostering a supportive learning
environment.

● The tasks were just okay and enough time was given so the volume was just
fine

● It is very good for me. I got to choose the community that is very close to my
heart and in my own way, help it through my proposal.

● It gave enough time in staring the picturebook
● It was amazing reading about local community and social issues
● Participants were able to unleash the unheard societal issues in their own

communities.
● The task was centered on making a positive impact within our neighborhood,

fostering unity, and addressing challenges together.
● Very engaging and made me socially aware.
● the tasks were actually interesting and drawing me more to satisfy my curiosity

about the program
● This session makes me wanna give up but then I finished
● Great
● I think the task due dates should be different for individual students depending

on their time zone
● These task in Session 2 were fresh for me to try during creating my own

picture book and analyze the problem in my local community. Also, the
volume of Session 1 is equal for us to join.

● I learnt a lot about other people's perspectives in the comments.
● For the session 2. the start of "My picture book" I just hoped we were given

more time to do it because gathering a data is hard, especially that it need a
formal approach and need to make a letter to the authority to access to the data
that we need.

● I enjoyed this part especially the exchange of comments between the other
members of this program.

● It was difficult to come up with a topic for the picture book and to collect data
and evidence to support why the situation needed to be solved.

● the problem analysis was good
● This is my favorite activity because I had fun learning about my community as

well as giving comments to other participants.
● it was too much work
● 10
● It was good.
● It is good and but limited time
● All good to the session 2.
● It was normal. I was able to create and formulate what I want.
● It was fun.
● Session 2 provides a chance to learn more about my local community and the

issues they face. The instructions are very clear and easy to understand.
● Neutral.
● It was fun to formally start our picture book and select our own preferred

topics.
● It was interesting didn't think I'd manage to do the book
● Making a picture book was a bit stressful because there were things I was

doing at our house and I didn't quite understand at first
● A bit challenging
● It was okay, only involving to the participant.
● this made me open up the issues i though was normal in our community
● The task of creating a picture book on pressing community issues is an
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innovative and creative approach to addressing social challenges. This task not
only encourages participants to think critically about community problems but
also allows them to express their ideas and solutions through a visual medium.
Such an activity can foster collaboration, empathy, and a deeper understanding
of the issues at hand.

● Group activities can be instrumental in promoting teamwork, communication,
and problem-solving skills. These sessions provide a valuable opportunity for
participants to collaborate with others, exchange ideas, and learn from diverse
perspectives. Group activities also facilitate relationship-building, which can
lead to long-lasting connections beyond the event.

Session 3 5. How are you
satisfied with
overall work on
Session 3 (Global
sustainability and
local community)
?
(5 is the highest.)

6. Give comments
on the tasks and
volume of Session
3.

● This is the final task for the picture book, this basically conclude how we can
propose to the Gianyar City in a perspective of local sustainability in a short
term and long term duration. Hence, after the study it is important to know
how to implement the sustainability towards the city.

● I enjoyed learning about global sustainability in connection with the local
community. It made me think of some social issues in my community and
excited to complete my picture book.

● This session motivates the learner to be active, team work, and help team
members with offering different ideas which are useful to their work.

● To find a solution of the topic for the sustainability on local community, this is
where we test our analyzation, creating ideas and testing different hypothesis.

● It will help me in the future and it will also be a tool for me to have a better
comprehension of the world

● The volume of Session 3 seems appropriate and well-structured. It appears to
offer sufficient content to facilitate in-depth exploration of global sustainability
and its implications at the local level. The balance between theoretical
knowledge, case studies, and interactive group discussions likely keeps
participants engaged and motivated throughout the session.

● The task was kind of bulky but it was interesting.
● I really learned a lot the relationship of local to global sustainability.
● I like how it is slowly preparing us for bigger activities but still giving us

enough time to accomplish it.
● It was challenging on my end
● It was good because we were able to think critically about the issues

mentioned.
● Delighted with my progress in Session 3 on global sustainability and local

community. I explored ways to harmonize global goals with the needs of our
local community.

● The interactive work is my favorite as I was able to know the insights of my
fellow participants.

● it is hard
● This session was the heavy one, but it I enjoy struggling
● Good
● Just like in session 2 ithink the task due dates should be different for individual

students depending on their time zone
● Session 3 is the most difficult due to the requirements of the tasks. To be more

specific, we must be clear in order to analyze and address the social's issue. To
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me, the length of volume for this session should last for two weeks to think,
re-think and complete the picture book. One of the rationale is that the
participants can have enough time for read the journals and materials to make
the picture book impeccablly.

● Analyzing and reading other picture books let me realize that there are several
social concerns that we confront not only in our country but also globally.

● It was fun and sad; I was able to have a sight about the other community
societal issues that they are dealing with. But overall, it is good because my
other sigloc participant were able to give their insight and perspective that I
can use in this kind of social issue.

● It was all good.
● Unlike the first two sessions, session three was a little more straightforward

because the link between the local community and the global community was
already visible.

● the selecting of target and revision was great idea
● I am proud to know that the tasks I did have a global contributions not just

local.
● was a continuation, it was not that bad
● 6
● It was great.
● Limited time
● Nice.
● I had a hard time because of the typhoon.
● Very interesting.
● From this session, I learnt about how to make a good and sustainable solution

for the issue in my local community. I think session 3 is the essence of
SIGLOC.

● All goods
● The exchange of opinions was helpful in improving our own desired area of

study.
● It was awesome too
● I didn't expect to become a leader in this program but it's okay because it was

successful
● It was a bit challenging
● Same as previous S2 experience
● it made me revise my picturebook by considering my mates' comments
● Considering the wide range of activities and tasks included in the sessions, it is

evident that SIGLOC aims to offer a rich and immersive learning experience.
The variety of topics covered, from community issues to social innovation,
ensures that participants gain a holistic understanding of the complex
challenges faced by communities worldwide.

● However, it's essential to strike a balance in terms of volume and pacing of
sessions. Too many activities packed into a short timeframe can be
overwhelming for participants, potentially leading to fatigue or reduced
engagement. Ensuring adequate breaks between sessions and providing ample
time for reflection and discussion can optimize the overall learning experience.

Group Work 7. How effective
was the interaction
with other
participants to
complete each
task?
(5 is the highest.)
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8. Give comments
on the interaction
with other
participants to
process sessions.

● From my experience, the interaction was good because we have two way
communication and gave comments to each other slides. Hence, it is very
beneficial because we have the opportunity to read and understand our friends
issues, topic and comments for some improvements.

● Some of the comments made me aware of some things I have not considered
before, and it made me take into account revising my project. On the other
hand, I also love some of my co-members' work, it amazes me of their ideas in
their hypothesis and proposal, and also grateful for them to let me learn from
their community's current situation.

● Every single researcher in this programme has very constructive and great
conception; moreover, we communicate actively and effectively each other by
Slack programme and through comments on our presentation.

● It's fun because interaction to other participants if we're we test our
communication and build some confidence of each other.

● The interaction makes me feel comfortable and knowledgeable
● Interacting with other participants is a crucial aspect of any collaborative

learning environment. Engaging with peers from diverse backgrounds and
perspectives can enrich the learning experience in several ways: Exchange of
Ideas, Enhanced Learning, Social Support, and Critical Thinking.

● The other participants were friendly and kind, they were always willing to help
● My members are very responsible, we were able to connect and talk to each

other for the improvement of our work. And I am happy I meet them, for my
self growth.

● I made friends, especially during our group activity.
● The comments which where being comment promoted many to think deeper
● Time zones are not the same which caused some of us to wait for some time to

interact with one another.
● The interaction with other participants was deepening my learning experience I

look forward to continued collaboration with this remarkable group of
individuals.

● The slack was a very helpful tool for us to communicate.
● it was good
● Other participants are not responsible and late to give some insights about the

collaborative activities
● It was okay though some were taking long to respond
● The interaction with other participants were not truly smoothly due to the bad

weather in the Philippines. Unfortunately, the typhoons widespread and
interrupt us.

● It was fun communicating with other participants.
● I think everyone is trying to be nice with their comments because we still don't

know each other much but as we interact and reply on each other comments. I
saw that it took them a lot of courage to give critics on other works. It was fun
to give each other's opinion, and by doing it it's like I'm getting close to that
person.

● I meet new people during this program. It was fun.
● It was enjoyable and thrilling since I had the opportunity to consider each

individual's unique point of view.
● There comments are very helpful
● comments of other's matter
● We only have limited interaction especially my groupmates
● not enough interaction
● 5
● Some did not accpmplish their task on time.
● The gdocs make it easy
● Interacting with other participants helped to communicate with them
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effectively and efficiently.
● I think this is a good avenue because interactions happened.
● It was very educating and fun.
● I got to interact with a lot of people in SIGLOC, either in Zoom or Slack. I

personally enjoyed the interactions. In my opinion, the mutual learning went
smoothly in SIGLOC.

● More of group works should be implemented for more exposure.
● It was beneficial for us to acquire new ideas and perspectives which could help

us enhance our own ideas. Moreover, it was beneficial in enabling us to grow
our own circle of socialization.

● My group mates were awesome
● They are okay with the group because I can understand them because it was a

bit of a struggle because the typhoon still happened, some members have jobs
and others have weak internet connections.

● It was okay
● It was okay and enlightening, though few negative and many positive

comments
● they are very great, the pointed out what i should change or improve on my

works
● The interactions at SIGLOC appear to be well-designed and encompass a

variety of engaging activities. The inclusion of a welcome session sets a
positive and inclusive tone, creating a sense of community among participants
from the start. This warm introduction fosters a conducive environment for
networking and collaboration throughout the event.

● However, to ensure effective interactions, it's important to consider the volume
and pacing of the sessions. Striking a balance between the number of activities
and available time can optimize engagement and participation. Additionally,
facilitating inclusive discussions and encouraging contributions from all
participants can further enrich the interactive experience.

● In conclusion, SIGLOC's approach to interactions seems promising, with a
well-thought-out mix of activities and a focus on fostering collaboration and
creativity. By offering diverse opportunities for engagement and maintaining a
conducive atmosphere for networking, the event has the potential to create a
truly interactive and impactful learning experience for all participants.

9. Give comments
on the
responsibility and
role of team
managers.

● I appreciate my leader's effort in making time for meetings and opinions. She
did not disappoint me in an interactive session and created an amazing group
logo and name.

● Angelica is actively and good communicator in team. She handles task in time
and manage group adequately.

● Our group leader (earth Visionaries) is very active in reminding us the tasks
and he is a good listener to our suggestions.

● Being a leader is where I can challenge myself to see where I can reach. and
with other leaders, they can be approached quickly and we are always updated.

● They are very responsible. Although we had experienced a lot of
circumstances.

● Our group leader is not very responsive and not cooperative. Hence, it was
hard to gather all the members to perform the task effectively.

● Group leaders play a pivotal role in guiding and empowering their team
members throughout a project. Their ability to communicate effectively,
motivate the group, and facilitate cooperation and problem-solving
significantly contributes to the success of collaborative endeavors. Effective
group leadership creates a supportive and dynamic environment, where each
member can thrive and contribute to achieving shared objectives.

● The group leader from our group was very good at organizing the group.
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● Our leader is very welcoming and has good initiatives.
● Ms. Dayvie was a great leader.
● Group leaders where encouraged members to partake in the activities
● It was good. Despite the hectic schedule, we were able to materialize all our

plans.
● Their guidance and dedication have been instrumental in shaping our success.

Also, they inspired me to strive for excellence and work collaboratively
towards our goals.

● Our group leader knows how to lead and initiate activities.
● the task was quite basic, I hope there were more to it. or just eliminate the term

leader and just let everyone collaborate without a leader
● She's good and we did so nice communicating with each other
● The responsibilities and roles of group leaders give where all fine
● The group leaders play an important role as a mentors in this program to

conduct all the activities and keep in touch with the other members in their
group.

● Our leader was good at collaborating with other members.
● Salute to my leader, it is hard especially that she has a hard time to

communicate with us because of our internet connection with the recent
typhoon that hits us especially that she is also from the Philippines, like us. She
took the lead in making a group logo and to finish the group activity.

● Our group leader is competent leader.
● The group leaders had a large responsibility since they had to connect us with

those of us who lived in different parts of the world, and they were also in
responsible whenever the group had a question.

● Our leader did his part very well
● it was good
● Some leaders are good at leading their team however, some are not.
● the responsibilities were ok
● GOOD!
● It was crucial, so they had to exert efforts.
● There are little activities which requires a leader
● Group leaders are working too good in accomplishing their own tasks. You see

also the member's participation to each of the tasks given.
● They are responsive and adaptive.
● The group leader is not really engaging.
● I appreciate my friend as group leader. She made a great effort to balance their

academic life and responsibility in SIGLOC. I think the responsibility is
enough and not a burdensome. However, the conditions in Philippines caused
the difficulty for my group leaders.

● all goods
● Our group leader was attentive to our needs. The role of a group leader is

important in forming a close and intact group.
● Our leader was good
● There are other members who don't answer my messages because I also need

their information, what suggestions they have about making our group name
and group logo, it was a bit stressful at the time, but we managed

● The leader was supportive
● she is great, we are all cooperative
● As leaders of SIGLOC, it is essential to approach any delays or challenges on

the students' side with empathy and understanding. We recognize that some
students may face unforeseen circumstances, such as natural disasters like
typhoons, that can impact their ability to participate at a fast pace. While
joining the program is their choice, we must be compassionate and considerate
in our interactions, especially when it comes to language barriers. By fostering
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an empathetic environment, we can create a supportive atmosphere that
encourages open communication and helps students feel valued and included
in the learning process. Let us prioritize flexibility and provide resources to
accommodate students' unique situations, ensuring they have the opportunity to
fully engage in the program.

Teaching Staff
& Instructions

10. Did you have
clear instructions
for each session?
(5 is the highest.)

11. Did you have
good support from
teaching staff?
(5 is the highest.)

12. Give
comments on
interaction with
and instructions
from teaching
staff.

● Instructors and staffs in the SIGLOC Programme are very cooperative and
helpful.

● I am very grateful to the instructors, they made the whole program fun and
interactive. I also appreciate their efforts in following up on our tasks and
making sure that no one lefts out. They also do not pressure us and understand
our situation during the State of Calamity in our country. They are the most
kind, patient, and smart instructors.

● All instructors and team did great because they gave us a convenient time to
proceed our work and explain the instructions clearly. Besides, they are kind
and joyful which are important to remote class since class's atmosphere looks
interesting and active.

● They are very accommodating to our queries.
● The staff are kind, especially the instructors Thuy, Kazu and more. throughout

the program they supported us on how to do the task and they never stopped
advising us about the task deadlines, and I will miss them

● They are great! They really became a big help for us to have a better
comprehension all throughout the sessions. They also inspired us to do better
and show the best version of our work.

● Instructors and staff who are accessible and approachable create a welcoming
and supportive learning environment. When students feel comfortable reaching
out to ask questions or seek assistance, it enhances their overall academic
experience.

● They were very helpful and kind
● Instructors communicated very well through slack and the sheets and

comments. I just hope we can do more conversations for the improvement of
our work.

● The instructors are very kind and considerate.
● The communication was good
● Instructors are very patient and considerate. I really appreciate them on

reminding us about the unfinished tasks that we missed.
● Thank you to our dear instructors and staff that have been consistently

excellent. They have been prompt and responsive to our queries, providing
clear and detailed explanations when needed. Their approachable and
supportive attitude has made it easy for us to seek guidance and clarification
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throughout the learning process.
● Instructors and staff's are very kind and they always reminded us on what to do
● they were very accomodating
● They're responsible and reliable
● Some instructors were not interactive only about three or two were very

interactive
● I would like to express my gratitude to all the instructors and staffs. Honestly, I

appreciate your dedication in this learning journey.ありがとう
● Thank you for this wonderful opportunity and great experience. See you soon!
● They are all very understanding and appreciative. No words can describe how

wonderful they are. We were able to finish our task because of them and for
their constant reminder, understanding and words of encouragement.

● They are all nice and considerate..
● The instructors were pleasant, and they encouraged us to complete our

assignments.
● They did their best to make these program successful. We appreciate your

efforts.
● thanks for the time
● I appreciate them for being great and considerate.
● they tried there best, but they can do more
● They are patient and understanding on the situation, especially to me who was

affected by Typhoon Egay.
● Instructors are really good in their own field of expertise. I do comment their

dedication and determination to always remind the participants in what to do
and what to accomplish in a certain period. Commending their valuable effort
in shaping every participants. Kudos! Mabuhay!

● Thank you so much for your utmost understanding. From the bottom of my
heart Maraming Salamat. Love from the Philippines.

● They are very kind and very considerate.
● All the instruction given was very easy to understand, thus, I didn't have

difficulties on completing my tasks. The instructors and staffs also helped me,
especially in BEVI (I had a problem in my pre-test BEVI).

● They are all goods and I do appreciate how they remind us to our activity.
● I was thankful that the staff was understanding and patient with our inquiries.

They have good attitudes and are very positive in assisting our needs.
● I loves Kazu's consistency, basically all instructors were good
● All the information they gave us was all clear to me and they were very

understanding because of the typhoon that came to us and they were very kind
because they were also able to consider

● They communicated well and on time
● they are all so good, considerate and attentive.
● As instructors at SIGLOC, let us approach our interactions with students with

empathy, especially when they face delays or language challenges. We
understand that some students may have experienced unprecedented situations,
like typhoons, that can affect their learning pace. Instead of appearing
demanding, let us be patient and offer support to help students overcome
language barriers and navigate any difficulties they may encounter. Encourage
open communication and be understanding of their unique circumstances, as
this will foster a positive and inclusive learning environment. By
demonstrating empathy and flexibility, we can empower students to participate
wholeheartedly in the program and make the most of their experience,
regardless of any obstacles they may face.
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Part 4: Cultural Activities
Category Question Answer

Satisfaction 1. How are you
satisfied with
Cultural Activities
by ALL (My One
slide, Photo
showcase on slack
channel, Quiz on
slack channel,
etc.)?
(5 is the highest.)
2. How are you
satisfied with
Cultural Activities
by Group?
(5 is the highest.)

Activities 4. Give your
suggestions to
improve Cultural
Activities.

● To improve the cultural activities is we can try to insert a language learning to
include some fun in the activities.

● It's good so no need to revise it.
● Nothing at all, It's fine with me.
● It is the best interactive activities that helped us understand each other despite

our differences
● Storytelling and Folktales: Encourage participants to share folktales and stories

from their cultures. Storytelling sessions can foster connections, spark
curiosity, and highlight the rich oral traditions of different societies. And also
Art and Craft Sessions: Organize art and craft sessions inspired by different
cultures, such as creating traditional crafts, calligraphy, or regional artwork.
This can be a fun way for participants to express their creativity while
celebrating cultural diversity.

● They seem to be functioning at there pick
● I just wish to be more interactive and engaging. it is good but I just wish it

would be more active activity.
● I like the cultural activities, but maybe in OneSlide it should be required to

share something about participants culture.
● Including videos wouldn't be a bad idea
● Cultural activities should be scheduled on weekdays so that participants can

take some rest and do some personal necessities during weekends. Maybe it is
better if the schedule of cultural activities is every MWF (Monday, Wednesday,
Friday) or TTH (Tuesday and Thursday).

● More cultural activities
● it should be more interactive
● Make it more complex
● I have no suggestions
● Cultural activities are diversity and interesting.
● It was good, nothing to improve.
● I am satisfied with the activities
● The cultural slides are very interesting because many participants have

contributed to exhibiting their culture.
● More time to perform group activities and making sure everyone will comply

with those activities.
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● update the suggested activity in the reference material, the given suggested
activities is more fitting to face to face set up

● I have no further suggestion
● it should be more inclusive
● More activities
● Cultural activities really value each others' culture. That's why I believe that

this program is a cultural-friendly course and others all over the world must
join this so that everybody will have the opportunity to showcase the beauty of
each culture.

● Nothing it was effective and interactive.
● Keep the activities being fun.
● I think that SIGLOC can make the individual activities to be mandatory tasks.

Participants should check the checkboxes in MyCheklist regarding the
individual activities. Hence, the participation will increase significantly.

● I just hope more participants would be involved across all countries so cultural
activities would be wider in range.

● They were ok we got to deal with people from different cultures
● Everything that was used in the application made me better understand

everything to do because I got information from the instructors and the
participants All I can say about our activities is that I got to know the
participants better, especially in their areas

● More time and research has be put in to make it more interesting
● none, all is well.
● The SIGLOC program truly stands out for its commitment to promoting

cultural inclusivity. Throughout the event, I observed a deliberate effort to
create an environment where diverse perspectives, languages, and cultural
backgrounds are embraced and celebrated. The incorporation of group
activities and interactive sessions encourages participants to engage with one
another, fostering cross-cultural exchanges that enrich the overall learning
experience.

● I appreciate how SIGLOC values the contributions of individuals from various
regions and backgrounds, recognizing that each participant's unique
experiences and insights add depth and richness to the discussions. The
program's emphasis on global issues and social impact brings together people
with a shared passion for making a positive difference in the world, regardless
of their cultural or national origins.

● Moreover, the language accommodation and support for non-native English
speakers further exemplify the program's dedication to inclusivity. By
providing translation services and facilitating open communication, SIGLOC
ensures that language barriers do not hinder active participation and knowledge
sharing.

● In conclusion, I commend SIGLOC for its genuine commitment to cultural
inclusivity, making the program a truly enriching and empowering experience
for participants from all corners of the globe. Through embracing diversity and
fostering an inclusive environment, SIGLOC paves the way for meaningful
connections, cross-cultural understanding, and collaborative solutions to
pressing global issues.
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Part 5: Overall Reflection
Category Question Answer

Gains 1. How did you
realize your
attitude towards
social issues has
changed in the past
three weeks?

● I have realised that there are more things that we have to stay alert and it is
very important to implement sustainability in everything we do.

● I have become more aware and encouraged to take a stand against injustices
and ineffective laws.

● Social problems shall be tackled by solutions which impacts throughout both
local and global sustainability

● No matter how small or big the community is, there will always be issues that
needs to be addressed immediately. the collaboration of people and the
government needs to be stronger to solve these issues.

● Maybe being kind and not having a hard time interacting with other people.
● It helped me become more productive and helped me to widen my resources

and perspective.
● The past three weeks in SIGLOC have been transformative for me, as I have

developed a heightened sense of global awareness and a deeper understanding
of social issues. I now approach these challenges with greater empathy, a
broader perspective, and a renewed commitment to making a positive impact in
the world.

● I have realized that the small issues in the society can can also lead to bigger
similar issues at a global issue hence small social issues need to be addressed
with a mind which thinks of long term solutions.

● I learned to understand social issues more and in a deeper manner.
● I became more aware of my community and felt that I can really create a

change
● The way I started analyzing situations affecting our community totally changed
● I need to be more open about the different happenings in our community.
● I've noticed a profound shift in my attitude towards social issues. Through

insightful discussions and exposure to diverse perspectives, I've developed a
deeper understanding of the challenges our communities face. This newfound
awareness has ignited a stronger sense of empathy and a desire to take
meaningful action. I now feel more committed to making a positive impact and
contributing to solutions for a better future.

● When it comes to social issues, it made me think about the two sides of each
issue. And now, I realize better the importance of knowledge and initiating
programs to help the marginalised community.

● It drastically changed, seeing the problems of other nations broke my heart and
it ignited my will to help solve this problems

● I was changed and my it widen my perspective on such things, it also
enlightened me on how the social issues affects the globe.

● I was more informed
● It improved my discipline in terms of completing tasks
● I realize that social issues must be thoroughly investigate and conduct the study

to solve the problem completely.
● As I participated in this program, I became more conscious of societal

concerns.
● I was initially oblivious to society's problems, assuming that they were beyond

my power or influence. My perspective began to shift as I grew more conscious
of the injustices and disparities around me. Learning about systematic racism,
gender injustice, and environmental degradation made me realize that these
issues are not isolated instances, but rather interconnected difficulties that must
be addressed together.

● Exposure to diverse perspectives and global issues in SIGLOC have heightened
the awareness of social issues that I was not previously familiar with or i had
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not fully grasped the magnitude of. Interacting with students from different
countries and cultures have fostered a deeper sense of empathy and
understanding towards the challenges faced by communities in various parts of
the world. Engaging in discussions with peers holding different viewpoints
lead me to be more open-minded in approaching social issues, considering
alternative perspectives and innovative solutions. Through rigorous discussions
and debates, i developed critical thinking skills, enabling me to analyze social
issues more comprehensively and critically evaluate potential solutions.

● I realized the important of being a socially-innovative individual. We need to
think critical and apply solutions to social issues existing in our place or
community.

● I recognize that we are the ones who started and should finish the problem of
social challenges; we are the ones who do harm and should also be the ones
who provide remedies.

● I have been ignorant with the other social issues. I were only focused on the
most common ones and totally ignored the others that needed enough attention
just like the common issues.

● I realize that it is important to know what is happening in our surroundings and
environment for us to be aware if we are being good citizen or not. I became
more responsible now.

● it gave me a clear direction and steps on how contribute in solving problem
● I became responsible with my time and taking my tasks seriously.
● I realized my attitude towards social issues has changed when I started to

search more about the communities involved in the picture book of my fellow
SIGLOCians.

● i am more informed
● Know real face.
● I became more concerned.
● I realized that issues should be addressed and there are more information we

should know
● It actually changes the level of my perception. From thinking that only the

authorities have that, major role in addressing them to the people's participation
in addressing these. That's why I believe that it is still on the people to address
issues in their society.

● These two are the realizations I had for the past three weeks.
● Increased Awareness: Engaging with social issues and learning about different

perspectives can lead to a heightened awareness of the challenges faced by
various communities and marginalized groups.

● Empathy and Compassion: Understanding the struggles of others may foster a
deeper sense of empathy and compassion, motivating individuals to take action
and support positive change.

● I realize that talking to other people and gaining opinion regarding several
issues, we will learn something and somehow innovate the way we think of
solutions.

● My attitude has changed after completing all the tasks. Drafting and planning
my proposal in the picture book has made me learn about the actual condition
and the urgency of addressing the social issue in the local community.

● It has a huge impact on the overall conditions of our nations.
● Changed a lot
● I got to focus on certain topics I've taken interest in seeing change
● All the problems in our area should be given attention because for us, we are

the only ones who can make all the solutions and we just need to work together
and be active in everything

● It was not so strong not until I attended the program
● Every little impact on the environment I relate to the global sustainability
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● I have realized that I should focus on my goals in this program, to be part of
innovators.

● The exposure to diverse perspectives, engaging discussions, and immersive
activities during the event can lead to significant shifts in how my view and
approach social problems. Some attitudes I might have gained could include:

● Increased Awareness: SIGLOC likely broadened your awareness of various
social issues across different communities and regions. Your understanding of
the complexity and interconnectedness of global challenges may have
deepened, leading to a heightened sense of social consciousness.

● Empathy and Understanding: Engaging with individuals who have faced
unique struggles and adversities might have cultivated a greater sense of
empathy and understanding. This newfound compassion allows you to view
social issues from multiple viewpoints and consider the impact on affected
communities.

● Commitment to Positive Change: The experience at SIGLOC may have
inspired a stronger commitment to being an agent of positive change. You
might now feel a deeper responsibility to contribute to solutions and actively
address social problems in your own capacity.

● Critical Thinking and Innovation: The exposure to innovative approaches to
social issues during SIGLOC may have fostered your ability to think critically
and creatively about potential solutions. You might now approach problems
with a more open mind, seeking novel and effective ways to make a difference.

● Cultural Sensitivity: Interacting with participants from diverse cultural
backgrounds likely enhanced your cultural sensitivity. You may now approach
social issues with a more nuanced understanding of how culture and context
shape their complexities.

● Collaboration and Networking: The collaborative nature of SIGLOC may have
instilled a belief in the power of collective action. You might be more inclined
to seek collaborative partnerships and build networks to address social issues
collaboratively.

● Optimism and Hope: The positive energy and determination shared at SIGLOC
may have instilled a sense of optimism and hope. Despite the challenges, you
might now believe in the potential for positive change and the impact of
collective efforts.

● Long-term Vision: Your attitude towards social issues may have shifted from
short-term fixes to long-term sustainable solutions. You might now prioritize
strategies that create lasting impact and empower communities in the face of
adversity.

● In conclusion, the experience of SIGLOC can be transformative, leading to a
change in attitudes towards social issues. Through increased awareness,
empathy, critical thinking, and collaboration, you might approach social
challenges with a renewed sense of purpose and determination to contribute to
positive change in the world.

2. Give a word,
phrase or one
sentence of the
main takeaway
from your
SIGLOC-online
experiences.

● Innovation
● It is the most wonderful and productive experience of my whole summer break.
● Glocal sustainability influencer
● Be Vigilant
● "Great Experience" "Don't hesitate to learn something from the others"
● Knowledgeable
● "Global collaboration and social innovation unite us in creating a better world."
● To be innovative!!
● When individuals, organizations, businesses, and governments come together

to work towards sustainability goals, they can achieve much more than any
individual effort could accomplish.

● Empowering civic engagement
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● Working together
● We need to be Glocal innovators to achieve global sustainability.
● Glocal: Think Globally, Act Locally.
● SIGLOC empower minds for sustainable future
● eye-opener
● It was fun and exciting
● MICRO PERSPECTIVE WITH MACRO EFFORTS
● It was very challenging but also exciting
● Worthy experiences
● To become a social innovator, we must be aware of our surroundings, study

societal concerns, and find solutions.
● The power of collaboration
● Embrace diversity, collaborate globally, and ignite positive change for a better

world.
● Sustainability is important in communities.
● It was exciting to meet new individuals from various places, cultures, and

customs, as each of us has our own distinct identity.
● Learning can be fun and meaningful.
● fun interactive learning experience
● there will be an opposition always and negatively impacted grop
● Change Maker
● Think BIG
● involving
● The necessity of intemporary society.
● Local sustainability leads to global sustainability.
● Magnificent
● Life-changing!
● Outstanding
● Innovation.
● An insightful 3-week experience!
● This famous quote reminds me that true impact begins with individual action.

By taking responsibility for our actions and decisions, we have the power to
create positive change and inspire others to do the same. In the context of
SIGLOC, it emphasizes the importance of personal commitment and active
engagement in addressing social issues. Each one of us can make a difference,
and by working together, we can create a more inclusive, compassionate, and
sustainable world.

● Take it easy.
● A kaleidoscope of self-development and life-lessons
● Despite it ending,I'll continue researching on social problems
● Embrace cultural diversity and foster a sense of belonging through engaging

and inclusive online experiences."
● We as young people need to take charge in solving social challengings in our

community
● Global supply chain
● there are times I wanted to quit sigloc because I cannot manage my time well,

my mates pushed me through the end for my goal
● "Be the change you wish to see in the world." - Mahatma Gandhi

3. What have you
gained from
SIGLOC-online？

● SIGLOC-online is a social innovator and it brings people to become innovative
towards sustainability.

● I have gained a lot of knowledge and awareness of my surroundings especially
in my community.

● to be more constructivism, to know the way to analyse issue in local area and
apply solution which conform to local and global sustainability

● I have learned that it is important to be part of the solution in solving issues.
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● Being responsible, trust my groupmates, being open to the ideas of others and
finally being mature.

● Through this program, I know that I can be a social innovator even in such
small thing

● Enriched knowledge of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and their
relevance. And also Empowerment to address local and global challenges with
a sense of responsibility.

● I have gained extremely valuable knowledge which will help me as an
individual especially how to be innovative

● Overall, collaboration in sustainability within a local community is a powerful
approach to effect positive change. By bringing together diverse perspectives,
resources, and expertise, communities can overcome sustainability challenges
and create a better future for both current and future generations. By helping
the local community, we also help the global community attain long-term
sustainability.

● I learned that all of us can make a change in our community. We can solve
problems in our community and it can be effectively solved if we have a plan
that we can follow. Further, it SIGLOC made me realize the importance of
collaboration.

● I have become more confident
● I learned a lot of issues, develop relationship with other participants, and

thought of ways on how we can alleviate the issues around the world.
● In exploring the connection between solving local issues and addressing global

challenges, I've gained invaluable insights. I've come to understand that even
small actions within our local community can have a ripple effect on a global
scale. Empowered by this knowledge, I feel inspired to be proactive and
contribute to positive change.

● Knowledge and insights. And I think these are very powerful in helping to
solve many issues worldwide.

● I have gained a lot of information, learnings and new friends.
● Social issues that I haven't encountered which affects the environment
● It was very good experience
● It improved my social skills
● I have gained how to analyze and address the issue in my community in the

innovative approach. Secondly, I knew that I must complete the tasks
punctually. This attitude may show my respect to my instructors, staffs and
classmates. Finally, I broadened my horizon about the culture and local
community's issue of my friends from various countries and regions. On top of
that, we have experienced a good time ever in this summer.

● I've gained valuable experience and made new friends.
● Sigloc-online has been an invaluable resource, allowing me to gain new

knowledge and abilities while keeping a flexible schedule. Sigloc-online
provided me with an outstanding educational instrument that provides
numerous benefits for my personal and professional development.

● I have gained a lot from SIGLOC-online, SIGLOC-online offers a
transformative learning experience. It provided me with tools and awareness to
become a more globally minded individual, capable of making a difference in
an interconnected world.

● i learned that sustainability has a wide range of perspective and it plays a vital
role in the community

● I learned a lot from the program, and it helped me understand that as social
innovators, we need to be more open-minded.

● Knowledge and friends
● Being a responsible citizen of our country. Be part of the solution not the

reason.
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● to be considerate and open of other's opinion
● I have only few to say, I commit myself to be GLOCAL.
● The motivation to go beyond what was expected from you and to broaden your

perspective on the world today
● i know people have different opinions
● International vision.
● The different perspectives of my classmates, and confidence.
● Experiences and lessons from instructors and classmates
● I learned to be a competent social innovator. I learned to addressed some of the

local issues that actually promotes for global sustainability. As I have said,
local sustainability is important because it serves as a foundation for global
sustainability. By focusing on sustainable practices at the local level, we can
create positive change that extends beyond our immediate communities and
contributes to a more sustainable future for all.

● A socially Innovative Global Classroom could be a powerful educational
approach, fostering not only academic growth but also empathy, social
consciousness, and a sense of global citizenship in students. By promoting
collaboration and problem-solving across borders, such a learning environment
could contribute to a more connected and sustainable world.

● I learn how to think as an innovator.
● For myself, I gained confidence both in speaking and writing with English. I

learnt about the topic that I am unfamiliar with and also got to know myself
better from BEVI assessment.

● Being a social nnovative.
● I became more aware in all aspects of life. Additionally, I become more

sensitive on issues that needs careful consideration.
● I've learnt some IT skills
● Knowledge and Insights: Participants can gain new knowledge, insights, and

best practices from the presentations, discussions, and interactions with experts
and peers.

● Cultural Awareness: By engaging with people from different cultural
backgrounds, participants can develop a deeper understanding and appreciation
of cultural diversity.

● Networking and Collaboration: SIGLOC-online may facilitate networking
opportunities, allowing participants to connect with professionals in their field,
potential collaborators, or like-minded individuals.

● Personal Growth: Engaging with new ideas and perspectives can contribute to
personal growth and development.

● Access to Resources: Participants may gain access to valuable resources,
research papers, or tools shared during the event.

● Community Building: SIGLOC-online can help foster a sense of community
and belonging among participants with shared interests.

● Remote Learning Experience: The event provides an opportunity to experience
remote learning and online conferencing, which are becoming increasingly
prevalent in various fields.

● It's important to note that these gains would be specific to the individual's level
of engagement and involvement during the SIGLOC-online event.

● Knowledge on how to handle social issues
● Finding solutions to the social issues in my community
● I gained friends, lessons and experiences that I thought I could never have.
● Power of Social Innovation: One major takeaway from SIGLOC is the

recognition of the power of social innovation in addressing global issues.
Throughout the event, you have learned about innovative approaches and
creative solutions that individuals and communities are implementing to create
positive social impact. This understanding emphasizes the importance of
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thinking outside the box and embracing new ideas to tackle complex
challenges effectively.

● Importance of Cultural Inclusivity: Another key takeaway is the significance of
cultural inclusivity in social impact initiatives. Through engaging with diverse
perspectives and interacting with participants from different cultural
backgrounds, you have learned the value of inclusivity in creating holistic and
sustainable solutions. Cultural sensitivity and understanding play a crucial role
in developing effective strategies that respect and empower communities.

● Collaboration and Networking for Impact: SIGLOC has highlighted the
importance of collaboration and networking in driving meaningful change. The
connections you have made with like-minded individuals, organizations, and
experts in the field of social impact can serve as valuable resources for future
endeavors. By working together and leveraging collective knowledge, skills,
and resources, you can amplify the impact of your initiatives and create lasting
change.

● Overall, these major takeaways emphasize the potential for individual and
collective action to drive positive social change. By embracing innovation,
cultural inclusivity, and collaborative efforts, you are equipped with valuable
insights and tools to contribute effectively to addressing pressing global
challenges.

Suggestions 4. Give your
suggestions to
improve
SIGLOC-online ?

● None
● N/A
● none
● I would suggest if SIGLOC-online can do physical programme for the next

session.
● Everything is great, so no need to improve. Time period, instructors and team,

and tasks are decent for programme
● No comment.
● Increase the frequency of live interactive sessions, such as webinars or virtual

workshops, to promote real-time engagement and foster deeper discussions
among participants.

● Kindly be giving feed back on the work completed, if it's good or if there needs
to be improvement.

● I wish to be more interactive, but it is already good over all.
● Maybe have more cultural activities for all the participants, because our group

has only 6 members.
● I feel the number of questions on DEVI should be reduced
● The due date on the accomplishment of session 4 is too close from one another.

We need to give 1-2 days for the participants to work on their picture book in
consideration of the internet connection and unprecedented situations.

● For effective research I suggest that maybe the duration of individual tasks can
be increased to a minimum of three days

● I suggest that the length of SIGLOC-online program must be longer in order to
provide more opportunities for students to acknowledge.

● It was really good nothing to improve.
● Sigloc-online could think about adding a feature that allows users to

personalize their profiles. Individuals would be able to express themselves
through their profile page, promoting a sense of community and connection
among users.

● NONE
● If possible, the deadlines should be the same as the Zoom meeting (16:00 jst),

since we sometimes run out of time.
● search for mobile friendly platforms
● increase the duration or reduce the activities
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● no
● None, so far.
● It could have been better if this program is extended to a month-long activity so

that in order to the participants to finish and to beautify their works, give them
more time to finish their tasks. I am not saying that the time frame was not
good enough but, it is more satisfying if month-long activities are observed
composed with many more cultural activities.

● Maybe the time frame of accomplishing the activities.
● Regular discussions to be guided by the instructors.
● more of participants from differnet regions the asian countries.
● I can't give any because I was satisfied with the program.
● Just increase the communication platforms
● Interactive Sessions: Incorporate more interactive sessions such as live Q&A

with presenters, panel discussions, or breakout rooms for group discussions,
allowing participants to engage actively and ask questions.

● Diverse Speakers and Topics: Ensure a diverse range of speakers representing
different backgrounds and perspectives to enrich the content and promote
inclusivity.

● User-Friendly Platform: Use a user-friendly and reliable virtual event platform
that supports smooth navigation, easy access to resources, and interactive
features.

● Pre-Event Engagement: Encourage pre-event engagement by providing
materials, resources, or reading lists related to the topics, allowing participants
to come prepared and make the most of the event.

● Networking Opportunities: Set up dedicated networking sessions or virtual
lounges to enable participants to connect and interact with each other, fostering
collaboration and relationship-building.

● Recorded Sessions: Make recorded sessions available to participants for a
limited time after the event to accommodate different time zones or allow
attendees to revisit valuable content.

● Feedback Collection: Gather feedback from participants after the event to
understand their experiences, identify areas for improvement, and inform
future planning.

● Multilingual Support: If feasible, offer multilingual support or translation
services to reach a broader audience and accommodate participants who may
prefer different languages.

● Inclusivity and Accessibility: Ensure the event is accessible to individuals with
disabilities by providing closed captioning, screen reader compatibility, and
adhering to accessibility guidelines.

● Cultural Showcases: Encourage participants to share cultural showcases or
presentations to promote cultural exchange and appreciation.

● Engaging Activities: Include interactive cultural activities like quizzes, photo
showcases, or cultural performances to create a dynamic and engaging event.

● Promotion and Communication: Effectively promote the event through various
channels, including social media, email newsletters, and relevant online
communities to reach a wider audience.

● Time Zone Consideration: Schedule sessions with consideration for different
time zones to accommodate participants from various regions.

● Innovative Formats: Experiment with innovative formats such as virtual reality
experiences, augmented reality exhibits, or interactive workshops to provide
unique and immersive opportunities.

● Remember that each event is unique, and the specific improvements will
depend on the goals and resources available. Soliciting feedback from
participants and analyzing data from previous events can provide valuable
insights for enhancing future iterations of SIGLOC-online.
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● Works of participants need to be appreciated, as there some other commitments
like classes.

● Reduce the amount of work in a day and extend the program by one week with
same content, it was so tedious doing other things and this demanded more
time in a day

● none, all is well.
● SIGLOC was a valuable and enriching experience, but there are some areas

where it could be improved for future editions. Firstly, providing more
opportunities for interactive and hands-on activities would enhance participant
engagement. While the online format allowed for flexibility, incorporating
more real-time group discussions, breakout sessions, and collaborative projects
could foster deeper connections and knowledge sharing among participants.

● Additionally, clear communication and guidelines for navigating the online
platform and software applications would be beneficial. Some participants
faced technical challenges or felt unsure about accessing certain features,
impacting their overall experience. By offering pre-event training or support
resources, participants can feel more confident in utilizing the digital tools
effectively.

● Furthermore, dedicating specific sessions to address time zone differences
could promote inclusivity and ensure that participants from various regions can
fully participate. Scheduling sessions that cater to different time zones or
providing recorded content for asynchronous access would accommodate
diverse schedules and commitments.

● Lastly, including more opportunities for cross-cultural learning and dialogue
could enrich the global perspective of the event. Encouraging participants to
share insights and experiences from their respective communities would foster
mutual understanding and inspire collaborative solutions to common
challenges.

● In conclusion, while SIGLOC was a valuable event, refining the interactive
elements, providing clear guidelines for digital tools, addressing time zone
differences, and promoting cross-cultural exchange could elevate the program's
impact and inclusivity in future editions.

Any other
comments

5. Any other
comments?

● I am thoroughly impressed with SIGLOC, and I am certain that the knowledge
and experiences gained during this program will have a lasting impact on my
personal and professional development. I look forward to applying the lessons
learned and becoming an active agent of positive change in my local
community and beyond. Thank you for this remarkable opportunity!

● This was a very great experience and I appreciate being given a chance to
participate in the 15th SIGLOC program, I have learnt alot and it's all thanks to
this wonderful program. You are all nice people and it has been great
interacting with you. Thank you.

● I enjoyed it so much. Thank you for the opportunity. I learned a lot.
● It was wonderful attending SIGLOC
● I enjoyed the whole duration of 15th SIGLOC despite being delayed with 3 and

a half day due to typhoon Egay (Doksuri) in completing my session 4
activities. It was a worthwhile experience. Thank you for this experience. I'll
always be grateful to share my experiences in here to other learners.

● No other comments
● I have no idea anymore.
● NONE
● I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank you very much, dear

instructors/staffs, and everyone who is behind the SIGLOC. It was a pleasant
and challenging experience for me to communicate with other folks who have
different cultures than mine. Thank you again, and more power to all.

● thank you for the rendered time
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● thank you
● no
● None, so far.
● Congratulations to all of us for the 15th Sigloc! Such an honor to be here.
● None.
● None, because it was a huge success.
● Also help cater for those without laptops the tasks should be flexible
● NONE
● Encourage participants
● none.
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